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Let K and K’ be number fields with L = K. K’ and F = K n K’. Suppose 
that K/F and K’/F are normal extensions of degree n. Let v  be a prime ideal 
in L and suppose that ‘p is totally ramified in K/F and in K’/F. Let ?T be a prime 
element for (SDK = Sp n K, and letf(x) E F[x] be the minimum polynomial for r 
over F. Suppose that $3~ . Dr = (g+)“. Then, 
M(‘$# : K, K’) = min{m, e(t + I)}, 
where t = min{t(K/F), t(K’/F)} and m is the largest integer such that ((pK*)nm/s A 
f(Dx*) z { 01. 
I f  we assume in addition to the above hypotheses that [K : F] = [K’ : F] = pn, 
a prime power, and that 9 divides p and is totally ramified in L/F, then 
M(‘p : K, K’) > p”‘t(p - 1)t + p], 
with t = t($3 : L/F). 
Let F denote the quotient field of a Dedekind domain XJF. Denote 
(generically) by OL the integral closure of DF in a finite separable exten- 
sion L of F. (Throughout, we shall consider only those ideals of L lying 
over primes of F whose residue class fields are perfect.) Let K and K’ be 
subfields of L with K n K’ = F. For any (integral) ideal ‘9X of D3L , we say 
K and K’ have corresponding residue systems mod % and write K = K’ 
(mod 5X) provided DK + 2l = DKt + VI. If L/F is Galois, let %X(K: K’) 
denote the minimal ambiguous ideal ‘$I such that K = K’ (mod 9I) (see 
12, p. 3131). In [ 1, 21, the cases in which K/F and K’/F are normal exten- 
sions, but not of the same degree, or are normal extensions of the same 
nonprime power degree have been solved. 
We shall use the notation of [2, 31 in which ?J3# indicates the product of 
the distinct conjugates of ‘Q (over F), %R(Cp#: K, K’) denotes the ‘$” 
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component of !IR(K: K’), and M(‘$?#: K, K’) denotes the largest integer M 
such that K = K’ (mod (Sp#)*). 
The following assumptions will hold throughout this paper. Suppose 
that K/F and K/F are normal extensions of the same degree. Let 
F = K n K’ and L = K - K’. Let Cp be a prime ideal in DL and suppose 
that p is totally ramified in K/F and K/F. 
In Section 1 we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM A. Suppose that K/F and K/Fare normal extensions of degree 
n and that $ is totally ramtjied in K[F and K/F. Suppose that ‘!JJrc ’ SIL = 
U-J * P2 * -** * ‘$3,)“. Let rr be a prime element for ytc in K and f (x) E F[x] 
the minimum polynomial for n over F. Then 
M()p#: K, K’) = min{m, e - (t + l)}, 
where t = min{t(K/F), t(K’/F)} and m is the largest integer such that 
(‘pKy+ n f&k) z m . 
In Section 2 we prove the theorem: 
THEOREM B. Let K, K’ and K” be subfields of a $eld L. Let 58 be an 
ideal in L. Then M(X: K, K’) > min(M(%: K, K”), M(2l: K’, K”)), where 
equality holds when M(2l: K, K”) # M(2l: K’, K”). 
In Section 3 we apply Theorem B to the case in which K/F and K/F 
are normal extensions of prime power degree p” and ‘p is totally ramified 
in L/F. We find that in general M@: K, K’) 2 pn-‘[(p - 1)t + p], with 
t = t(‘@: L/F). In the special case when G,+,(L/F) = Gal(L/H), H C K 
and [H: Fj = p, we have M(Cp: K, K’) = p+l[(p - 1)t + p]. 
1. NORMAL EXTENSIONS 
Let K/F and K’F be norma extensions of degree n. Let !jJ be a prime in 
L and suppose that ‘$J is totally ramified in K/F and K/F. Suppose that 
(PK * DI, = (‘p * rp, * -0. * !&)“. 
We shall use Proposition (1.10) of [2] which we now restate: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let n = [K: Fj = [K’: I;], and suppose that ‘p is 
totally ramiJied in K/F and K/F. Let rr be a prime element for !j3, in K. 
Then M((p#: K, K’) is the largest integer M such that rr = CX’ (mod($.F)M) 
for some a’ E DKr . 
In the proof of Theorem A we shall need to consider corresponding 
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residue systems mod the individual prime factors of !jJK in L. For this 
reason, we state the following generalization of Proposition 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let % be an ideal in L such that ‘11 n K = $8 n K’ = 
Ipx. Let 7~ be a prime element for ‘$JK in K. If there is an integer 01’ E K’ 
such that rr = a’ (mod 2P), then K = K’ (mod 2P). If, in addition, no 
such congruence exists mod ‘W+l, then K $ K’ (mod Amfl). 
We omit the proof of (1.2) since it is similar to that of (1.1). 
Proof of Theorem A. We shall consider three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that ‘$3 is ambigous in L/F (i.e., g = 1). Let in be a 
prime element for !$JK in K. Let 01’ be an element of K’ such that n = (11’ 
(mod ‘!JV), where M = M(!#: K, K’). It follows from Proposition (1.3) 
of [2] that s(n) = a’ (mod VP”) for each s E Gal(K/F). Let 
f(x) = 17((x - s(n)): s E Gal(K/F)}. 
Then f(x) E F[x] is an irreducible (Eisenstein) polynomial. We have 
~~(f(ol’)) = n&f, and therefore, ~&(a’)) = &4/e. It follows from (1.1) 
that for any p’ E OK, we have OJ&@‘)) < nM/e. This completes Case 1. 
Case 2. Suppose now that g > 1 and K = K’ (mod ‘$“), but K 9 K’ 
(mod pm+3 and that m < e . (t + l), where t = min{t(K/F), t(K’/F)}. 
Let 7r be a prime element for pK in K. Let a’ be an element of K’ such that 
7r = a’ (mod VP”). Let s E Gal(L/K’). Then s(n) E 01’ (mod (!JV)“). How- 
ever, it follows from the definition of t that we also have S(V) = n 
(mod ((P&+l) so that s(r) = 7~ (mod (Fs)e(t+l)). Thus, n = OI’ (mod ‘Q3”)“). 
Since this is true for each s E Gal(L/F), we have n = 01’ (mod (‘p”)“). 
Applying (l.l), we see that M(‘@#: K, K’) = m. Definingf(x) as above, 
it follows from (1.2) that f(a’) is exactly divisible by ((p#)“m, so that 
w&(o~‘)) = nmje as before. It follows from (1.2) that w&(/3’)) < rim/e 
for each /3’ E K’. This completes Case 2. 
Case 3. Suppose that g > 1 and K = K’ (mod y*), with k > e * (t + I). 
Let r be a prime element for ‘@, in K. We have 7r = 01’ (mod qk) for some 
01’ E K’. Let s E Gal(L/K’). Then s(n) = 01’ (mod (Ip”)“) and s(r) = n 
(mod (‘$Js)e*(t+l) (at least). Since k >, e . (t + l), we have n = 01’ 
(mod (!JJs)e*o+l)), so that n E 01’ (mod (‘$#)e++l)). Applying (1. l), we see 
that M(‘@#: K, K’) > e * (t + 1). However, according to Proposition (2.1) 
of [2], we must have M(‘p#: K, K’) < e . (t + I), so that M(‘@@: K, K) = 
e . (t + 1) in this case. 
We now consider the factors off(&), where f(x) again denotes the 
minimum polynomial for n over F. Considering the factor rr - a’, for 
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example, we see that (GT - 01’) E ‘Qp” and (‘$33s)e++1), while (s(r) - 01’) E ‘!JJe++l) 
and (ps)“. When all of these factors are multiplied together, we find that 
f(a’) E (‘$?r)k+(n-l)e++l). Thus ~&(a’)) > n * (t + 1). This completes the 
proof of Case 3. 
We observe that a~&(&)) can be greater than IZ * (t + 1) only when 
g > 1. We state this fact in the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let K/F and K’/F be normal extensions of degree 
n and suppose that $J is totalIy ram@ed in K/F and K’IF. Let 
t = min{t()P: K/F), t(‘p: K’/Fj. Let 7~ be a prime element for ‘QK in K and 
{,$); F[x] the minimum polynomial for 7~ over F. Let u = n(t + 1). If 
K’ u+l n f (DK’) # .0 then (VK has more than one prime factor in L. 
2. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN !lX(K,K’), !Ul(K,K”) AND m(K',K") 
Let L/F be a normal extension and let K/F, K’/F, and K”IF be subexten- 
sions of L/F. Let % be an ideal in DL . If there is a largest integer m such 
that K = K’ (mod 2X”) then we define M(2l: K, K’) = m. If no such 
largest integer exists, we define M(%: K, K’) = co. 
In order to establish Theorem B, we prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that K = K” (mod am’) and K’ = K” (mod 2F). 
Let m = minjm’, m”>. Then K = K’ (mod ‘+P). 
Proof. Let a be an integer in K. There are integers b E K” and c E K 
such that a = b (mod 2P’) and b = c (mod 2P”). Thus, a = c (mod 5P). 
Similarly, given an integer c E K’ we can find an integer a E K such that 
a = c (mod %P). Thus, we have K = K’ (mod 2P). 
Proof of Theorem B. It follows immediately from (2.1) that 
M(‘LI: K, K’) > min{M(%: K, K”), M(‘$I: K’, K”)j. 
Suppose that M(2k K, K”) < M(‘u: K’, K”). Then we have M(2l: K, K’) > 
M(W K, K”). We now apply (2.1) again to the fields taken in a different 
order and obtain 
M(W K, K”) b min{M(‘%: K, K’), M(2l: K’, K”)}. 
Therefore, we have M(2I: K, K”) > M(2l: K, K’) and hence M(?l: K, K’) = 
M(%: K, K”). 
That Lemma (2.1) and Theorem B can be very useful in determining M 
will be seen in their applications in the next section. 
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3. TOTALLY RAMIFIED NORMAL EXTENSIONS 
Let K/F and K’IF be normal extensions of prime power degree pn with 
p E ‘p. Suppose that ‘!$I is totally ramified in L/F. Let t = t(‘@: L/F). 
THEOREM 3.1. M(‘@: K, K’) > p”-l[(p - 1) t + p]. 
Proof. In [2], we have shown that this is true for it = 1. We shall 
proceed by induction on n. 
Suppose that n > 1. Let K” be a normal subfield of L such that 
[K”: F] = p”, but K” n K and K” n K’ # F. The existence of such a 
K” follows from the fact that a p-group always has normal subgroups of 
order p and of index p. Let J = K - K”, J’ = K’ * K”, H = K n K”, and 
H’ = K’ n K”. Suppose that [J: K] = pr and [J’: K’] = ps. 
We now consider the Herbrand function [4, p. 801. Since &IF = 
&if O h/F o h 3 it follows that the first discontinuity in the derivative 
of #JIIH does not occur before the frrst discontinuity in the derivative of 
4 L,F. Therefore, we have t(J/H) >, t. Applying the same argument to 
J’/H’, we see that t(J’/H’) b t. 
We now apply the induction hypothesis to J/H and J’IH’, and find that 
M(YJ : K, K”) > p’-‘[(p - 1) t + PI 
M(p3,, : K’, K”) > p”-l[(p - 1) t + p]. 
In terms of ‘$, we have 
and 
MC% K K”) >, P”-‘[(p - 1) t + PI 
M(!@: K’, K”) > p”-‘[(p - 1) t + p]. 
The desired result follows immediately from Theorem B. 
Theorem (3.1) will now be used to prove the following more specialized 
result: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose thet G,+,(L/F) = Gal(L/H), [H: F] = p, 
and H C K. Then 
M(‘p: K, K’) = p”-‘[(p - 1) t + p]. 
Proof. This has already been shown for n = 1 in [2, Theorem 3.1, 
p. 3211, so we shall assume that y1 > 1. 
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Let J’ = H * K’. Let K”/H be a subextension of J’/H such that 
[K”: Fj = p”. Let H’ = K’ n K” and J = KK”. Considering the orders 
of the various extensions, we find that [J: K] = [K: Hj = pA-l and 
[J’: K’] = [K’: H’] = p. 
As in (3.1), we must again determine the relationships which exist among 
the various ramification invariants. By applying the results in Chapter 4 
of [4], one may easily verify that t(J/H) > t, while t(K”: H’) = t. By 
applying Theorem (3.1) of [2] to J’/H’, we see that 
M($$, : K’, K”) = (p - 1) t + p, 
so that 
M(q3: K’, K”) = p”-‘[(p - 1) t + p]. 
It follows from (3.1) that 
M(qk K, K#) > p”-‘[(p - I) t + p]. 
We may now apply Theorem B to conclude the proof of this proposition. 
4. AN UPPER BOUND 
In Proposition (2.1) of [2], the number e(‘$3: L/K) * (t + 1), with 
t = min{t(K/F), t(K’lf)}, was given as an upper bound for the value of 
M(‘@#: K, K’). This is the best general result which can be given, since we 
found in Theorem (2.3) of [2] that equality holds when e(!J?: L/K) = 1. 
We give a different upper bound for the case when 5j3 is totally ramified 
in L/F which is definitely smaller than the bound given above. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that !@ is totally ramified in L/F and let 
[K: Fj = [K’: FJ = n. Then, 
M(‘p: K, K’) < min{n + (t(K/F) + 1) - t(L/K’), 
n . (t(K’/F) + 1) - t(L/K)}. 
Proof. Let m = M(‘@: K, K’) and let v be a prime element for ‘$3K in 
K. Then, there exists a prime element r’ for CpK, in K’ and an integer 
01 E L such that wL(ol) = m and T = 7r’ + LY. Let s E Gal(L/K’) be an 
automorphism such that O&T) - n) = t(K/F) + 1. Then we have 
s(n) - rr = s(a) - LY. By [4, Exercise 3a, p. 791, 
444 - 4 3 m + t(LIK’), 
so m < n * (t(K/F) + 1) - t(L/K’). Similarly, reversing the roles of K 
and K’ we get the second inequality. 
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